Ethnicity, Neighborhoods, and Human-Capital Externalities
By GEORGE J. BORJAS*
The socioeconomic performance of today's workersdepends not only on parental
skills, but also on the average skills of the ethnic group in the parents'
generation (or ethnic capital). Thispaper investigates the link between the ethnic
externality and ethnic neighborhoods. The evidence indicates that residential
segregation and the external effect of ethnicity are linked, partly because ethnic
capital summarizes the socioeconomic background of the neighborhood where
the children were raised. Ethnicity has an external effect, even among persons
who grow up in the same neighborhood, when children are exposedfrequently to
persons who share the same ethnic background. (JEL J24, J62)

Ethnic neighborhoods have long been a
dominant feature of American cities (and of
cities in many other countries). In fact, segregation by race and ethnicity often defines
the invisible line that creates a neighborhood. These neighborhoods insulate people
of similar backgrounds and foster a set of
cultural attitudes, social contacts, and economic opportunities that affect workers
throughout their lives.
In earlier work (Borjas, 1992, 1994), I
have argued that ethnicity has an external
effect on the human-capital accumulation
process.1 Persons raised in advantageous
ethnic environments will be exposed to social and economic factors that increase their
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James Rauch, Glenn Sueyoshi, Stephen Trejo, and
Finis Welch for helpful comments, and to the National
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1The importance of human-capital externalities in
intergenerational mobility was stressed in the early
work of John Conlisk (1977) and Glenn C. Loury
(1977), who uses the concept of "social capital" to
analyze how racial discrimination influences the social
mobility of blacks. Shelly Lundberg and Richard Startz
(1992) investigate how human-capital externalities may
alter the impact of antidiscrimination programs on
social mobility.

productivity, and the larger or more frequent the amount of this exposure, the
higher the resulting "quality" of the worker.
As with the models that dominate the
new growth literature, sufficiently strong
ethnic externalities may delay the convergence of ethnic differentials indefinitely. My
earlier empirical work indicated that the
earnings of children are affected strongly
not only by parental earnings as in the usual
models of intergenerational income mobility, but also by the mean earnings of the
ethnic group in the parents' generation
(which I called "ethnic capital"). As a result, the ethnic spillover effect retards intergenerational improvement for relatively disadvantaged ethnic groups and slows down
the deterioration of skills (i.e., the regression toward the mean) among the more
advantaged groups.
The process through which the ethnic externalities are transmitted, however, is not
well understood. This paper investigates one
possible mechanism, ethnic neighborhoods.
The insight that human-capital externalities
and geography are linked is not new. In his
pathbreaking work, Robert E. Lucas (1988)
cites the crowding of similarly skilled workers into a small number of city blocks as a
key determinant of the economic development of cities. Similarly, William Julius
Wilson's (1987) influential work on the creation and growth of the underclass argues
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that blacks who live in poor neighborhoods
are not exposed to "mainstream" role models, thus hampering the economic mobility
of blacks.
This paper presents an empirical study of
the link between geography and ethnic externalities. The analysis uses the 1/100
Neighborhood File of the 1970 Public Use
Sample of the U.S. Census and a specially
designed version of the National Longitudinal Surveys of Youth (NLSY). The Census
data group workers into one of over 40,000
neighborhoods, while the NLSY file groups
workers into one of 1,978 zip codes. Hence
it is possible to determine the extent to
which ethnic groups segregate in particular
neighborhoods and the impact of this segregation on the process of human-capital accumulation and intergenerational mobility.2
The main finding of the analysis is that
residential segregation and the influence of
ethnic capital on the process of intergenerational mobility are intimately linked. In particular, the impact of ethnic capital on the
skills of the next generation arises partly
because the ethnic-capital variable is an excellent proxy for the socioeconomic background of the neighborhood where the children were raised, and these neighborhood
characteristics influence intergenerational
mobility. In other words, the ethnic-capital
model provides an alternative way of capturing neighborhood effects. Ethnic capital,
however, plays an additional role in intergenerational mobility. Even among persons
who grow up in the same neighborhood,
ethnic capital matters when children are
exposed frequently to other persons who
share the same ethnic background.

2The role played by neighborhood effects in determining socioeconomic outcomes is currently the subject
of intensive research; see, for instance, the survey of
Christopher Jencks and Susan E. Meyer (1990) and the
critical appraisal by Charles F. Manski (1993). Empirical evidence linking neighborhood effects to teenage
pregnancy, criminal behavior, educational attainment,
and human-capital accumulation is given by Anne C.
Case and Lawrence F. Katz (1991), Jonathan Crane
(1991), Mary Corcoran et al. (1992), and James E.
Rauch (1993).
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I. Ethnicity and Neighborhoods

Because little is known about the residential clustering of many of the ethnic groups
used in the empirical analysis below, it is
useful first to document the link between
ethnicity and residential segregation.3 The
descriptive analysis is based initially on data
drawn from the 1/100 Neighborhood File
of the 1970 U.S. Census (15-percent questionnaire). These data not only contain the
individual-level demographic variables typically available in Census files, but also group
individuals into one of 42,950 "neighborhoods." Neighborhoods are contiguous and
relatively compact (roughly the size of a
Census tract), and they have an average
population of 4,000 persons (U.S. Bureau of
the Census, 1973). Although the specific
geographic location of a neighborhood cannot be determined (other than its location
in one of the nine Census regions), the data
file reports a number of demographic characteristics describing the neighborhood
(such as the fraction of persons who are
either first- or second-generation Americans, and the fraction of persons who are
college graduates).
I restrict the analysis to persons aged
18-64. I begin by documenting the residential segregation of immigrants and secondgeneration Americans, and the extent to
which residential segregation changes across
generations. A person is an immigrant if
he or she was born outside the United
States (or its possessions); a person is a
second-generation American if either parent was born outside the United States. All
other persons are grouped and labeled
"third-generation" Americans, although this
sample obviously includes higher-order generations. The 1970 Census does not provide
any information on the ethnic ancestry of
persons in the "third" generation.

3A large literature documents the extent of residential segregation among blacks and Hispanics; see Frank
D. Bean and Marta Tienda (1987), Nancy A. Denton
and Douglas S. Massey (1989), Scott McKinney and
Ann B. Schnare (1989), and Mark Alan Hughes and
Janice Fanning Madden (1991).
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As noted above, the neighborhood file
reportsthe proportionof the populationin
each neighborhoodthat is either first- or
second-generation.This statisticwas calculated by the Bureau of the Census using all
availableobservationsin the neighborhood
(i.e., the 15-perceritsample of respondents
who filled out the relevantquestionnaire).I
use these data to estimate the fraction of
personsin the neighborhoodwho are either
first- or second-generationfor the average
person in a numberof demographicgroups.
Table 1 summarizesthe extent of residential segregation.The first row reports that
the average immigrantresided in a neighborhoodwhere 32.7 percent of the population was either first- or second-generation.
This pattern of residential location differs
significantlyfrom what one would expect if
immigrantswere randomlyallocated across
neighborhoods.The 1970 Census indicates
that only 16.6 percentof the populationwas
first-or second-generation.
Because the aggregatecharacteristicsreported in the neighborhoodfile do not include the proportionof the neighborhood's
populationthat is foreign-born,I calculate
this statistic by combining the birthplace
data reported in each individual'srecord
with the aggregateneighborhoodcharacteristics providedby the Census Bureau.4The
typical immigrantlives in a neighborhood
that is 15.3-percentimmigrant,even though
only 4.8 percent of the population was
foreign-born.
Residential segregationpersists into the
second generation. As the second row of
Table 1 shows, the average second-generation American resides in a neighborhood
that is 28.2-percentfirst- or second-generation.
The 1970 Census does not provide any
information on ancestry past the second

4In particular, I take the Census Bureau estimate of
the proportion of persons in the neighborhood who are
first- or second-generation to be the population proportion. I then multiply this number by the sample
estimate of the proportion of the first- and secondgeneration individuals in the neighborhood who are
foreign-born.
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generation. As a result, I cannot determine
how the pattern of residential segregation
changes beyond the second generation for
most groups. Intergenerational changes in
residential segregation, however, can be
documented for the subpopulation of Hispanics, the vast majority of whom are
foreign-born or have parents or grandparents who are foreign-born.5 Table 1 indicates that there is very little movement of
Hispanics out of Hispanic neighborhoods
even in the third generation. The average
Hispanic immigrant lives in a neighborhood
that is 35-percent Hispanic; the average
second-generation Hispanic lives in one that
is 33-percent Hispanic; and the typical
third-generation Hispanic lives in one that
is 29-percent Hispanic. The fraction of Hispanics in the population is only 4.4 percent.
The clustering of Hispanics into Hispanic
neighborhoods, therefore, is prevalent and
persistent.6
In addition to the clustering of first- and
second-generation persons into certain
neighborhoods, there is substantial segregation by ethnic group. To document the differences across national-origin groups, I focus on the 39 largest groups in the data.
These 39 groups include 83.7 percent of all
first-generation Americans, and over 95 percent of all second-generation Americans.
The national origin of immigrants is, of
course, determined by their country of birth.
The national origin of a second-generation
person is determined by the father's birthplace (unless only the mother was foreignborn, in which case it is determined by the
mother's birthplace). Table 2 lists the 39
national-origin groups used in the analysis.

5Calculations from the General Social Surveys indicate that over 90 percent of persons who classify
themselves as Hispanic are foreign-born, have parents
who are foreign-born, or have grandparents who are
foreign-born.
6Although the residential segregation found among
these ethnic groups is substantial, it is not nearly as
striking as that found among blacks. Table 1 reports
that the average black lives in a neighborhood that is
54.7 percent black.
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TABLE 1-RESIDENTIAL

Neighborhood
characteristics
of average person in:

SEGREGATION IN THE

1970 CENSUS

Percentage of population in neighborhood that is:
First
First or second
generation
Black Hispanic Sample size
generation

First generation
Second generation
Third generation

15.3
6.7
3.8

32.7
28.2
13.8

6.9
4.3
11.7

10.2
5.2
3.9

63,099
156,134
905,213

Hispanics:
First generation
Second generation
Third generation

22.2
9.4
8.9

36.7
27.3
21.9

6.5
5.1
11.4

35.0
33.0
28.8

10,713
10,801
25,202

3.1
3.7

8.0
14.4

54.7
5.6

3.7
3.1

109,533
771,359

Third generation:
Blacks
Whites

Notes: The "white" sample includes all nonblack, non-Hispanic third-generation
workers. The population proportions are as follows: immigrants, 4.8 percent; first or
second generation, 16.6 percent; blacks, 11.1 percent; and Hispanics, 4.4 percent.

I first calculated the proportion of the
population who are either first- or secondgeneration and who have a particular ethnic
ancestry. This number is reported in the
first column of the table and represents the
probability that a first- or second-generation
person from that group will be found in a
particular neighborhood if the ethnic group
is distributed randomly across neighborhoods. Most of the groups make up relatively small fractions of the population: only
0.8 percent of the population, for instance,
is first- or second-generation Irish.
Table 2 reveals that immigrants and their
children, regardless of national origin, cluster in neighborhoods that have large numbers of first- or second-generation Americans. The typical second-generation person
of English ancestry resides in a neighborhood that is 23.5-percent first- or secondgeneration; the respective statistic for Irish
persons is 31.3 percent, for Italians 32.0
percent, and for Mexicans 27.8 percent.
There is little evidence, therefore, that only
economically disadvantaged groups are
crowded into ethnic neighborhoods.
To document how type-j ethnics cluster in
specific neighborhoods, I calculate the fraction of the neighborhood's population that
has the same ethnicity as the average type-j
person. The Census Bureau does not report

the fractionof the populationin each neighborhoodthat belongs to each of the groups.
Hence I calculatedthis statisticfromwithin
the 1/100 sample.Because the familymembers of a type-jethnic are likely to be type-j
ethnics, and because the 1/100 Census File
is a randomsampleof households,the stratified samplingscheme introducesan upward
bias in the calculationof the fractionof the
neighborhood'spopulationthat is type j. I
choose a conservativeindex of within-group
residential segregation and calculate (for
each person in the data) the proportionof
persons in the neighborhood who reside
outside the household unit and who are
type-j ethnics.7Table 2 reportsthe average
of this statistic for each of the groups. In
view of the relatively small sample size
availablefor each neighborhood(the mean
and median number of observationsin a
neighborhood is 26, and the interquartile
range is 9, from 21 to 30), some caution is
requiredin the interpretationof the data.
The probabilitythat type-j ethnics live
near other type-j ethnics is much higher

7This methodology does not entirely solve the problem, because extended-family members are also likely
to be type-j ethnics and to live iwthe same neighborhood (but as part of a different household unit).
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TABLE 2-RESIDENTIAL

SEGREGATION IN THE

1970 CENSUS,

BY NATIONAL-ORIGIN

Second generation

First generation

National origin
Austria
Azores
Belgium
British West Indies
Canada
Cuba
China
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
England
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Latvia
Lebanon
Lithuania
Mexico
Netherlands
Northern Ireland
Norway
Other West Indies
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Scotland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria
Turkey
USSR
Wales
Yugoslavia
Sample of 39 countries

Percentage of
population
in group

Percentage of population
in neighborhood that is:
Same
First or second
generation
ethnicity

GROUP

Sample
size

Percentage of population
in neighborhood that is:
Same
First or second
Sample
size
generation
ethnicity

0.6
0.04
0.07
0.03
1.8
0.3
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.8
0.1
0.2
1.7
0.3
0.4
0.8
2.8
0.06
0.2
0.04
0.05
0.2
1.3
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.04
0.2
1.7
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.1
0.04
0.06
1.2
0.1
0.3

34.5
37.1
28.9
24.8
25.7
48.7
38.5
34.6
24.9
24.3
29.1
28.7
27.2
38.3
34.3
36.2
37.7
28.4
26.1
27.0
27.0
36.2
35.4
23.9
29.4
28.5
28.8
31.0
40.2
40.9
38.6
27.5
29.1
26.7
30.9
36.6
38.8
23.7
31.9

2.0
8.0
0.4
0.8
6.2
21.3
9.2
2.3
0.5
1.5
1.5
0.4
2.9
2.6
2.6
4.6
15.3
2.2
3.2
0.2
0.3
3.7
22.6
1.8
0.3
1.8
2.5
5.9
9.1
11.2
0.8
0.7
1.4
0.6
1.7
0.2
7.0
0.1
2.7

883
184
250
175
6,843
3,119
1,617
797
289
3,113
194
811
5,930
1,147
1,020
1,434
5,193
507
1,020
245
118
325
5,746
689
233
422
254
1,477
2,846
654
373
1,013
445
315
103
251
1,738
99
930

30.1
30.5
21.8
24.0
24.8
27.6
33.5
25.6
20.2
23.5
25.5
23.8
21.9
28.3
28.0
31.3
32.0
22.3
33.7
33.1
23.7
30.6
27.8
21.5
28.1
22.1
25.5
30.1
32.0
32.7
34.5
24.4
22.3
20.3
27.9
33.0
34.9
21.3
25.1

2.1
3.5
0.7
0.8
7.4
4.7
6.2
2.9
0.9
1.5
3.9
0.3
3.2
1.1
1.9
3.3
12.1
1.5
12.6
0.1
0.4
1.5
18.1
3.9
0.2
3.0
1.3
6.5
7.8
6.8
0.7
0.7
1.7
0.8
0.8
0.3
7.8
0.3
2.4

6,007
320
573
188
13,085
270
635
4,571
1,608
6,367
1,200
1,184
13,089
1,913
3,472
7,137
26,476
163
1,716
260
476
2,128
8,412
1,725
573
3,203
250
606
15,182
1,030
1,150
2,517
4,284
947
387
459
12,067
529
2,309

-

32.9

8.3

52,802

28.3

6.6

148,468

Note: The residential-segregation measures give the percentage of the population in the neighborhood that belongs
to the specified ethnic group for the average person in the sample.

than one would expect if type-jethnicswere
randomlydistributedacross neighborhoods.
Among second-generationworkers,the typical person of Irishancestrylives in a neighborhood that is 3.3-percentIrish, although
first- and second-generationIrish make up
only 0.8 percentof the population;the typi-

cal Italian lives in a neighborhoodthat is
12.1-percentItalian, althoughItaliansmake
up only 2.8 percent of the population;and
the typicalMexicanlives in a neighborhood
that is 18.1-percentMexican,althoughMexicans make up only 1.3 percentof the population.Amongthe 39 national-origingroups,
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TABLE 3-RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATIONIN THE 1970 CENSUS,
BY DEMOGRAPHICCHARACTERISTICS

Neighborhood
characteristics
of average person
First generation:
Age:
18-34
35-64
Education:
Less than 12 years
12 years
13-15 years
16 or more years
Year moved to house:
Before 1960
1960-1966
1967-1970
Second generation:
Age:
18-34
35-64
Education:
Less than 12 years
12 years
13-15 years
16 or more years
Year moved to house:
Before 1960
1960-1966
1967-1970
Thirdgeneration:
Age:
18-34
35-64
Education:
Less than 12 years
12 years
13-15 years
16 or more years
Year moved to house:
Before 1960
1960-1966
1967-1970

Percentage of population
in neighborhood that is:
First or second
Same
generation
Black Hispanic ethnicity

Sample
size

31.7
33.2

7.9
6.3

11.9
9.3

8.7
8.2

21,532
41,567

35.5
30.8
29.5
29.1

7.3
6.6
6.1
6.4

13.3
7.8
7.4
5.7

11.7
5.8
4.6
3.4

30,590
17,000
7,959
7,550

32.5
33.9
32.1

6.3
6.3
7.4

7.4
10.0
11.6

7.7
8.8
8.3

13,623
18,690
30,786

27.4
28.5

4.9
4.1

7.6
4.6

6.6
6.5

31,824
124,310

28.7
28.1
27.4
27.8

4.8
3.9
3.9
3.8

6.7
4.4
4.6
3.3

8.4
6.0
4.7
4.2

61,896
56,725
19,311
18,212

29.4
28.5
26.3

4.4
3.9
4.3

4.3
5.4
6.2

7.4
6.5
5.4

65,585
45,926
44,623

14.5
13.2

11.4
11.9

4.1
3.7

425,477
479,736

11.5
14.5
15.9
17.0

16.5
9.4
8.1
6.7

4.3
3.6
3.9
3.3

346,392
334,888
129,884
94,049

13.9
13.6
13.9

11.4
12.3
11.4

3.3
3.8
4.3

242,945
255,798
406,470

the typical immigrant lives in a neighborhood in which 8.3 percent of the population
shares the same ethnic background, and the
typical second-generation person lives in a
neighborhood in which 6.6 percent of the
population shares the same background.
I conclude the descriptive analysis of
the Census data by documenting that ethnic residential segregation exists across a
number of demographic and skill groups.

Table 3 shows that there is little difference
in ethnic residential segregation across age
groups. The typical second-generation person aged 18-34 resides in a neighborhood that is 27.4-percent first- or secondgeneration, while the respective statistic for
an older person is 28.5 percent. In addition,
the differences in residential segregation
across education groups are often small.
The typical high-school dropout in the sec-
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ond generationlives in a neighborhoodthat
is 28.7-percentfirst- or second-generation,
while the respectivestatistic for the typical
college graduateis 27.8 percent.Finally,the
data indicate that internal migrationdecisions among first- and second-generation
Americansdo not seem to alter the ethnic
composition of their residential environments. Second-generationpersonswho have
lived in the same house for over 10 years
live in a neighborhoodthat is 29.4-percent
first- or second-generation,while the respective statisticfor personswho have lived
in the house fewer than three years is 26.3
percent.
The NLSY revealseven strongerpatterns
of residentialsegregation.The analysisuses
a version of the NLSY that identifies the
subset of persons who resided in the same
zip code in 1979, at the time the surveyof
youngpersons(aged 14-22) began. Hence it
is possible to determinewhether NLSY respondents live near other NLSY respondents who share the same ethnic background.8
Ethnicity is determined from the response to the question:"Whatis your origin
or descent?"Although most persons in the
NLSY gave only one response to the question, about one-third of the respondents
gave multipleanswers.In these cases, I used
the main ethnic background(as identified
by the respondent) to classify people into
ethnic categories.
For each person in the data, I calculated
the probabilitythat other NLSY respondents in the zip code had the same ethnic
background.The NLSY, however,surveyed
other personsin the familyunit who were in
the "correct"age range(i.e., 14-22 in 1979).

8The numbering system used to identify zip codes in
the NLSY file differs from that used by the Postal
Service. Although the data indicate subsets of NLSY
respondents who live in the same postal area, it is
impossible to locate the zip code within a particular
metropolitan area. Because the zip code refers to the
1979 residence, many of the respondents were still
living in the parental household. As a result, the residential-segregation measures in the NLSY tend to
reflect the ethnic environment in which the respondents were raised.
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As a result, there are large numbers of
siblings in the data: 27 percent of the respondents have one sibling, and an additional 19 percent have at least two siblings
in the data. To avoid the bias introduced
by this sampling scheme, I calculated the
residential-segregation measures on the
sample of nonrelated persons who reside
outside the household unit.9 Moreover,because the NLSY oversampledblacks and
otherminorities,I used the samplingweights
in the calculations.
The segregationindexes are reported in
Table 4 for the 25 ethnic groupsidentifiable
in the NLSY."0There is strongevidence of
residential segregation.The average black
lived in a neighborhoodthat was 63.4 percent black,while the averageMexicanlived
in a neighborhoodthat was 50.3 percent
Mexican.Overall,the typicalNLSY respondent lived in a neighborhoodwhere 30.4
percent of other nonrelated respondents
shared a commonethnic background.'1
Note that this statisticis muchlargerthan
the respective statistic in the Census data,
where only 7-8 percentof a neighborhood's
populationbelongedto the same group.The
Census results, however,underestimatethe
extent of residentialsegregationbecause all
third-generationworkers are classified as
nonethnics(because no informationis provided on the ethnic backgroundof thirdgeneration persons). As a result, even
though the typicalimmigrantin the Census
lives in a neighborhoodwhere 8.3 percent
of the population is composed of first- or
second-generationpersons who belong to
the same ethnic group, a much largerfrac-

9To reduce costs, the NLSY also sampled households which resided geographically close to each other.
This sampling strategy suggests that the measures of
residential segregation calculated in these data probably overstate the true extent of segregation.
10Of the 12,686 observations in the 1979 wave of the
NLSY, I deleted two persons because they had invalid
zip codes, and 939 persons because they had invalid
ethnic classifications.
11As with the Census data, the NLSY residentialsegregation measures should be interpreted with caution. There are fewer than 100 observations for 11 of
the 25 ethnic groups.
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TABLE 4-RESIDENTIAL

Ethnicity
American
American Indian
Asian Indian
Black
Chinese
Cuban
English
Filipino
French
German
Greek
Hawaiian
Irish
Italian
Japanese
Korean
Mexican
Other Hispanic
Polish
Portuguese
Puerto Rican
Russian
Scottish
Vietnamese
Welsh

JUNE 1995

SEGREGATION IN THE

NLSY,

Percentage
of population
in group

Percentage
of population
in neighborhood
with same ethnic
background

7.6
5.9
0.2
14.9
0.2
0.4
18.9
0.4
3.5
17.4
0.4
0.1
11.0
6.2
0.2
0.1
4.1
0.9
3.1
0.6
1.2
0.6
1.5
0.0
0.5

18.2
12.9
2.0
63.4
3.5
33.3
23.9
5.0
5.6
25.7
7.2
0.2
14.3
16.3
0.0
0.0
50.3
9.3
12.8
19.7
29.8
0.3
4.6
0.0
1.0

743
624
22
3,055
26
117
1,587
44
316
1,420
31
20
956
498
20
6
1,174
214
242
97
328
47
122
1
35

30.4

11,745

All

BY NATIONAL-ORIGIN

GROUP

Sample
size

tion of the neighborhood'spopulationmight
be composed of third-generationworkers
who also belong to the same ethnic group.
The NLSY avoids this problembecause all
persons in the data (regardlessof generation) reporttheir ancestry.

his father;and Xj gives the averageskills of
the ethnic group in the father's generation
(which I call ethnic capital). Note that Xj
takes on the same value for all persons in
groupj. All variablesare measuredin deviations from the mean.
Equation(1) can be derivedfrom a model
II. EconometricFramework
in whichutility-maximizing
parentsinvest in
their children,and in which ethnicityhas an
My objectiveis to determinethe relation- external effect on the production of chilship between ethnic externalitiesand neigh- dren's skills (Borjas, 1992). As a result of
borhood effects in the intergenerational the ethnic spillover, the human capital of
transmission process. The econometric children depends not only on parental inmodel underlyingthe analysisis given by
puts (as measuredby the exogenoushuman
capital of the parents),but also on the external effect of ethnicity,as summarizedby
+
+
(1)
yij= 11Xi
2xj
Eii
the averageskills of the ethnic group.
The spillover effects underlyingthe ethwhere yij measuresthe skills (such as edu- nic-capital model have much in common
cational attainmentor the log wage) of per- with the human-capitalexternalitiesthat are
son i in ethnic groupj; xij gives the skillsof
at the heart of the recent literatureon eco-
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nomic growth(Paul M. Romer, 1986;Lucas
1988), as well as with the notions of social
capital and neighborhoodeffects that are
stressed routinelyin the sociologyliterature
(James S. Coleman, 1988, 1990; Wilson,
1987).If the ethnic externalityis sufficiently
strong, skill differentials observed among
ethnic groups can persist for many generations and may never disappear.Note that
the expected skills of the son of the average
father in ethnic group j are given by
(2)

E (yij) = (X31 +

/32) xj I
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groups live in high-incomeneighborhoods.
The ethnic-capitalvariablewould again be
correlatedwith the skill level of the neighborhood, and the ethnic-capitalcoefficient
could be capturing neighborhood effects
(i.e., the impactof the neighborhood'soverall socioeconomicbackground),rather than
the direct effect of ethnicity.In effect, the
ethnic-capitalmodel "works"because ethnic capital proxies for the relevant neighborhood characteristicsthat influence the
intergenerationaltransmission process. If
ethnicity did not have a direct impact on
intergenerationalmobility, controlling for
the relevant neighborhood characteristics
(such as mean income and education)would
drive the ethnic-capitalcoefficientdown to
zero.
Ethnic capital might still matter, above

The sum , + Il2, therefore, determines
whether the mean skills of ethnic groups
converge across generations;hence 81 + ,l2
is an inverse measureof the rate of "mean
12 If the sum of coefficientsis
convergence."
and beyond neighborhood effects, if intraless than 1, ethnic differencesconvergeover group contacts within a neighborhoodare
time; if it is greater than 1, ethnic differ- more frequent or are more influentialthan
ences divergeacrossgenerations.
intergroupcontacts.13Childrenwho belong
As I have shown above, ethnic groups to ethnic group j are then exposed to a
cluster in particular neighborhoods. This differentset of values, social contacts, and
clusteringsuggests that part of the ethnic- economic opportunitiesthan children who
capitaleffect in equation(1) may be captur- belong to other ethnic groupsbut who grow
ing the influence (if there is one) of the
up in the same neighborhood.In effect, the
neighborhood'ssocioeconomic background aggregate socioeconomic characteristicsof
on intergenerationalmobility.Suppose, for the neighborhoodare not a sufficientstatisexample,that ethnic groups are completely tic summarizing the environment facing
segregatedso that there is one ethnic group type-j persons. As a result, ethnic capital
per neighborhood.The ethnic-capitalvari- influences the intergenerational-mobility
able Xj would then also representthe mean process even after controllingfor neighborskills of the neighborhood,and the coeffi- hood effects. Ethnicityper se has an impact
cient 12 in (1) would capture the total im- on intergenerationalmobility.
pact of the ethnic spillover and of the
The empiricalwork presented in this paneighborhood'ssocioeconomicbackground. per decomposes the impact of the ethnicThe coefficient of ethnic capital would be
capital coefficientinto neighborhoodeffects
significanteven if ethnicity did not have a
(the extent to which the ethnic-capitalvaridirect impacton intergenerationalmobility, able proxies for neighborhoodcharacterisbut neighborhoodcharacteristicsmattered.
The data do not exhibitthis extremetype
of segregation.Ethnic groups,however,are
likely to cluster by skill level, so that un13Richard D. Alba's (1990) study of social contacts
skilled ethnic groups live together in low- among
U.S.-born white ethnics indicates that half of all
income neighborhoods and skilled ethnic nonrelated childhood friends belong to the same ethnic

12Robert J. Barro and Xavier Sala-i-Martin (1992)
provide a discussion of alternative concepts of convergence in the context of growth models.

group. Harry J. Holzer (1988) has shown that friends
are a key source of information about job opportunities, so that intragroup referrals play a major role in
the job-search process and might explain the concentration of some ethnic groups in narrowly defined
occupations.
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tics that influence all personswho reside in
the same neighborhood,regardlessof ethnic
background)and into an ethnic effect. A
simple way of determining the extent to
which the impactof ethnic capital (i.e., the
coefficient l2) operates through neighborhood effects is to expandthe model in (1) to
include a vector of neighborhoodfixed effects:
(3) Yij a=8 x+62X

+ E OkDD +i
k

where D k is a dummyvariableset to unity
if person i in ethnic group j resides in
neighborhood k. The parameter vector
(01,... ,OK) gives the neighborhoodfixed effects, which are assumedto be exogenous.14
The coefficients 51 and 52 measure the
within-neighborhood impact of parental
skills and of ethnic capital. As long as
neighborhoodsmatterin the transmissionof
skills, the "net" rate of mean-convergence
(i.e., net of neighborhoodeffects)impliedby
the fixed-effectsmodel, 81 + 52, is conceptually differentfrom the "gross"rate implied
by equation(1), 1 + 12*
Equations (1) and (3) can be estimated
directlyin the NLSY data discussedabove.
It is unusual,however,to come across data
that contain all the requisite information:
ethnicity, the skills of two generations of
workers, and neighborhood of residence.
Nevertheless,a relativelycomplete analysis
of the relationshipbetween ethnic capital
and neighborhoodeffects can be conducted
even if the data do not provideany information on parentalbackground(as is the case
with the 1970 Censusneighborhoodfile). In
particular,suppose mean parental skills in

JUNE 1995

workers in the 1970 Census can then be
used to estimate the following regression
models:
+ wij

(4)

Yij=A

(5)

Dk
Yij S=&Tc+ E OkD/+
k

Because equations (4) and (5) regress
individual-leveldata on an aggregatemeasure of ethnic skills,I call this type of model
a "semi-aggregate"regression.It is easy to
show that the followingpropositionholds.
PROPOSITION1:
E(1A)=1+132.

Data on parental skills, therefore, are not
requiredto estimate the gross rate of mean
convergence.Because the mean skillsof the
ethnic group instrumentfor parental skills,
the omitted-variable bias introduced by
leavingout parentalskills is simplythe "recovery"of the coefficient 11. It would now

be useful to determine whether E(8) = 51 +

so that the net rate of mean convergence
can also be estimated without information
on parental skills. I proceed to show that
this is indeed the case in an importantspecial case and that the difference between
the gross and net rates of mean convergence is attributablesolely to the change in
the ethnic-capitalcoefficient.
Consider first how the coefficients of
parental and ethnic capital in equation (1)
changewhen neighborhoodfixed effects are
introducedinto the model. The probability
the group, x;, are observed even if parental
limits of the estimated coefficients in (1)
skills are not (the source of the data on x;
when the true model is given by (3) are
will be discussed below). The individual- given by equations (6) and (7), at the top
level data available for second-generation of the following page, where A =
- Var(Cj)2;Pk is the fracVar(xij)Var(.iT)
tion of the population that lives in neighborhood k; E(xijlk) is the mean value of
14It would be interesting to analyze how parents
skills among parents who live in neighborchoose the type and intensity of "ethnicity" that they
hood k, where the expectationis evaluated
wish to expose to their children. William N. Evans
all i and j; and E(cjIk) is the mean
over
et al. (1992) show that endogenizing the "peer group"
value of the ethnic-capitalvariable among
effects greatly weakens the relationship between outall persons who live in neighborhood k,
comes and neighborhood characteristics.
52,
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XjV|)]

E(XjIk)])}

xIk)I}

PePkv(oeok)[Ex({xijl)-E(xijlrk)])

>

where the expectation is again evaluated
over all i and j.
In general, the introductionof neighborhood effects affects the coefficientsof both
parental skills and ethnic capital. Suppose,
however,that type-i-ethnics residingin region k are a randomsample of the population of type-i-ethnics,so that the skill distribution of type-i- ethnics in region k is the
same as their skill distributionin the population. This assumptionimplies

The skill-invarianceassumption is also
useful in determiningthe relationshipbetween the estimator 8 [from equation (5)]
and the net rate of mean convergence.This
relationship is summarized by the next
proposition.
PROPOSITION 3: If the distribution of
type-j ethnics acrossAneighborhoods is skillinvariant,then plim 8= a1 + 82.

PROPOSITION 2: If the distribution of
type-j ethnics across neighborhoods is skillinvariant, plim p1 = 51, so that the coefficient
of parental skills is unaffected by the introduction of neighborhoodfixed effects.

As before, it is unnecessaryto have information on parental skills in order to estimate the rate of mean convergence(net of
neighborhoodeffects).
The resultscan now be used to determine
why the two rates of mean convergence
estimable in Census data might differ. Because the coefficient of parental skills is
unaffectedby the introductionof neighborhood fixed effects, the difference between
the "gross"and "net" rates of mean convergence is attributableentirelyto the change
in the coefficient of the ethnic-capital
variable (assuming the skill-invarianceassumption holds). Therefore, the inclusion
of neighborhood fixed effects into semiaggregateregressionscan be used to assess
the relationshipbetween ethnic capital and
geography.I summarizethis result in the
followingproposition.

Note that the skill-invariantgeographicassignmentof type-j workersis distinct from
and weaker than assumingthat type-j ethnics are distributedrandomlyacross neighborhoods.

PROPOSITION 4: Suppose the distribution
of type-j ethnics is skill-invariant. The difference in the estimated rates of mean convergence f and 8 gives the impact of neighborhood effects on the ethnic-capital coefficient.

(8)

E(xi,lk)=

T

where the expectationin the left-handside
is taken over all i in group i in neighborhood k, while the right-handside simply
gives the level of ethnic capitalfor group i.
I refer to (8) as the "skill-invariance"assumption.Equation (8) implies E(xijIk) =
E(Cjlk), Vk, so that the bracketedterm in
(6) vanishes. It is useful to summarizethis
result as the followingproposition.
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Because of the practical importance of
these results, it is worth stressing that the
skill-invarianceassumption is unlikely to
hold strictlyin the data. The analysisof the
Censusdata presentedbelow uses two alternative measures of skills (educational attainment and log wages) to estimate the
rate of mean convergence. Even if there
were no skill differentials among type-j
workersresidingin differentneighborhoods,
the, restrictionin (8) would be violated if
there exist neighborhoodwage differentials
that are independent of skills. These differentialsimplythat the mean wage of type-j
parentsin a particularneighborhooddiffers
fromthe measureof ethnic capitalfor group
j. Therefore, the analysis must control for
regionalwage differentialsprior to applying
the results presented above. The construction of an index of regionalwage differentials at the neighborhoodlevel is discussed
below.
A more difficultproblem with the skillinvariance assumption is simply that the
skill distributionof type-j ethnics probably
does differ across neighborhoods.15I will
showbelow,however,thatthe restrictionimplied by skill invarianceis not grosslyinconsistent with the geographicsortingof type-j
ethnics.
Finally, the discussion has assumed that
the ethnic-capitaleffect is constant across
neighborhoodsand persons. This need not

15It is easy to determine how the coefficients of
parental skills and ethnic capital change when neighborhood effects are introduced into the model and the
skill invariance assumption does not hold. Suppose that
highly skilled type-j workers move into wealthy neighborhoods, and unskilled type-j workers move into poor
neighborhoods. This implies that E(xij I)> E(1 Vi)
in wealthy neighborhoods (1') and that E(xij 1k) <
E(jlk) in low-income neigfhborhoods (k). It follows
from equation (6) that E(131)= 81 + p, where p > 0.
Thus the nonrandom sorting of skilled workers into
"good" neighborhoods magnifies the impact of the
parental contribution to the children's skills. As a
result, the inclusion of neighborhood effects will reduce the coefficient of parental skills in the intergenerational-transmission equation. It is also easy to show
that this type of nonrandom sorting leads to a smaller
ethnic-capital coefficient in models that omit the neighborhood fixed effects.

JUNE 1995

be the case. In fact, the ethnic-capitalmodel
implies that the spillovereffects of ethnicity
should be larger for persons who are more
frequently exposed to an ethnic environment. Put differently,the ethnic-capitaleffect should be largerfor those childrenwho
grow up in neighborhoodswhere many of
the residents share the same ethnic background. The empirical analysis presented
below investigatesthe extent to which the
ethnic-capitaleffect depends on the ethnic
compositionof the neighborhood.
III. Results

I initiallyuse the sampleof second-generation workersin the 1970 Census file (U.S.
Bureauof the Census, 1973) to analyzethe
relationship between ethnic externalities
and neighborhood effects. I restrict the
analysis to second-generation men aged
18-64, who workedin the civiliansector in
the year prior to the Census,who were not
enrolled in school, and who were not selfemployed. As before, the ethnic group of
the second-generationworker is defined in
terms of the father'sbirthplace(unless only
the mother was foreign-born,in which case
it is defined in terms of the mother'sbirthplace). I use two alternativemeasuresof the
worker'sskills: educationalattainmentand
log wage rates.
Because Census data do not directlylink
the skills of second-generationAmericans
with the skills of their immigrantparents, I
use the 1/100 Public Use Sample of the
1940 Census to estimate the mean skills of
the national-origingroup in the parent's
generation. It is likely that (adult) secondgenerationpersons enumeratedin the 1970
Census are the children of the immigrants
who arrivedin the period prior to 1940.16

16Borjas (1993) discusses the methodology of intercensal comparisons that underlie the empirical analysis
using the Census data. The intercensal linkage between
parents and children can be improved by focusing on
workers in specific age groups. For example, the children of immigrants aged 25-44 in 1940 are likely to be
relatively young in 1970. I experimented with a number
of alternative age breakdowns and obtained similar
results.
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TABLE 5-SKILLS

OF IMMIGRANT AND SECOND-GENERATION

Immigrants in 1940 Census
Country of origin
Austria
Azores
Belgium
British West Indies
Canada
China
Cuba
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
England
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Japan
Lithuania
Mexico
Netherlands
Northern Ireland
Norway
Other West Indies
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Scotland
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria
Turkey
USSR
Wales
Yugoslavia
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Educational
attainment

Log wage

6.7
5.0
7.8
8.1
9.2
6.3
8.6
6.8
9.2
9.5
6.5
9.0
8.8
6.9
7.1
8.3
5.4
9.5
4.5
4.4
8.8
8.3
8.6
8.3
7.8
5.4
4.7
7.4
9.6
8.6
9.5
6.7
7.2
7.0
9.4
5.4

-0.349
-0.672
-0.483
-0.810
-0.427
- 1.176
-0.655
-0.345
- 0.392
-0.313
-0.539
-0.430
-0.467
-0.737
-0.378
-0.445
-0.475
-0.849
- 0.479
- 1.120
-0.557
-0.401
-0.441
-0.821
-1.009
-0.407
-0.577
-0.339
- 0.326
-0.378
- 0.461
-0.547
-0.523
-0.363
-0.426
-0.340

WORKERS

Second generation in 1970 Census

Sample size

Educational
attainment

Log wage

Sample size

1,210
63
138
58
2,741
139
42
817
327
1,656
244
248
2,943
518
809
1,326
4,784
141
451
1,192
292
280
606
119
233
2,610
212
300
862
1,038
242
105
211
2,418
100
512

11.9
9.6
11.4
12.2
12.0
13.6
12.0
11.3
12.0
12.5
11.3
12.3
11.7
12.7
11.7
12.3
11.2
12.5
12.0
9.2
11.7
12.8
12.0
11.9
11.9
11.3
10.2
13.2
12.4
12.3
12.0
12.5
13.7
13.1
12.4
11.7

1.550
1.232
1.475
1.368
1.431
1.447
1.372
1.453
1.405
1.508
1.457
1.450
1.463
1.484
1.509
1.508
1.454
1.476
1.511
1.133
1.487
1.533
1.457
1.353
1.268
1.492
1.357
1.647
1.511
1.503
1.488
1.576
1.644
1.654
1.441
1.499

2,134
104
197
68
4,720
206
82
1,749
553
2,255
390
381
4,558
694
1,298
2,645
10,148
662
766
2,959
623
200
987
87
188
5,769
383
428
901
1,534
329
131
144
4,313
189
928

To calculatethe variablemeasuringmean
Table 5 reports the average educational
attainmentand log wages for the 36 ethnic skills in the parent's generation (i.e., the
empiricalmeasureof ethnic capital),I pool
groups that can be identified in both the
1940 and 1970 Censuses with sufficiently the sample of immigrantand native men in
the 1940 Census (for a total of 231,606
large numbers of observations. These 36
observations)and estimate the followingreethnic groups make up 97.4 percent of
working immigrantmen in 1940, and 95.5 gressionmodel:
percent of the second-generationworking
xij=Zi1a + EyjGij + .ij
men in 1970.There is substantialdispersion (9)
in skills and wages across national-origin
groups,and there is a strongpositive corre- where x1j gives the skills of person i in
lation between the skills of the immigrant national-origingroup j; Z11 is a vector of
group in 1940 and the skills of the corre- socioeconomiccharacteristicsincludingage,
age squared, and region of residence; and
spondingsecond-generationgroupin 1970.
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TABLE 6-ESTIMATES

CORRELATION IN 1970 CENSUS

OF INTERGENERATIONAL

Regressions using neighborhood file
Variable
Education:
Mean of group in 1940
Includes neighborhood fixed effects
Includes

county

fixed effects

Includes neighborhood characteristics
Log wage:
Mean of group in 1940
Includes skill-adjusted wage level
Includes neighborhood fixed effects
Includes

county

fixed effects

Includes neighborhood characteristics
Log wage, adjusted for education:
Mean of group in 1940
Includes skill-adjusted wage level
Includes neighborhood fixed effects
Includes

(ii)

(i)

county

fixed effects

Includes neighborhood characteristics

-

0.3649
(0.0828)
no

-

JUNE 1995

Regressions using county group file

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

0.1707
(0.0457)
yes

0.2670
(0.0557)
no

0.3628
(0.0833)

(vi)

(vii)

-

0.3316
(0.0709)

-

-

-

-

no

-

yes

no

-

no

yes

no

-

no

0.4549
(0.0781)
no
no

0.3974
(0.0662)
yes
no

0.2191
(0.0578)
no
yes

0.2474
(0.0362)
yes
no

0.4607
(0.0874)
no

0.3710
(0.0694)
yes

0.3938
(0.0772)
no

-

-

-

-

no

no

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

0.2038
(0.0400)
no
no

0.1767
(0.0321)
yes
no

0.1101
(0.0413)
no
yes

0.1020
(0.0193)
yes
no

0.2132
(0.0511)
no

0.1589
(0.0352)
yes

0.1701
(0.0440)
no

-

-

-

-

no

no

yes

no

no

no

yes

no

no

no

Notes: Standard errors are reported in parentheses; the sample size is 53,703. All regressions include a second-order polynomial
in the worker's age. The neighborhood characteristics included in column (iv) are the fraction of persons in the neighborhood
with at least 12 years of schooling, the fraction with at least 16 years of schooling, the labor-force participation rates of men and
women, the unemployment rate, the fraction of persons working in professional occupations, the fraction of families below the
poverty line, and the fraction of families that earn at least $15,000 annually. The regressions use a random-effects estimator.

Gij is a dummy variable set to unity if
person i belongs to groupj (nativesare the
omitted group).The regressionis estimated
separatelyusing educationalattainmentand
the log wage rate as dependent variables.
The parameter vector (yl,...,yj)

gives the

empiricalmeasure of ethnic capital for the
J groups.
Table 6 reports the estimated rates of
mean convergence. Equations (4) and (5)
give the basic specificationof the model,
except that the regressionsalso control for
the second-generationworker'sage and age
squared. The regressions use a randomeffects estimatorwhich allowsfor an ethnicgroup-specific component in the error
term.17Consider initially the middle panel
reporting the transmissioncoefficients ob-

17In particular, the residual Eij = vj + uij, where vis the group component. It is well known that ignoring
the group component in the error term seriously underestimates the standard error of the ethnic-capital
coefficient.

tained in the log-wage regression model.
Column (i) indicates that the rate of mean
convergence (or p1 + 12 in terms of the
model in the previous section) is 0.45, in
line with the resultsof earlierwork (Borjas,
1992, 1993).
The next column controls for the bias
introduced by regional wage differentials.
As noted above, the skill-invarianceassumption is violated if some ethnic groups
have relativelyhigh wage levels simply because they live in high-wageareas. To control for regionalwage variation,I estimated
the following regression in the sample of
third-generationworkersin the 1970 neighborhoodfile:
(10)

w =Xja+

E4Dk
k

+Ei

where wi gives the log wage of person i; X
is a vector of standardizingvariables (including educational attainment, age, age
squared, marital status, and dummy variables indicatingwhetherthe person is black
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or Hispanic);and Dk is a dummyvariable
indicating whether person i resides in
neighborhood k. The vector (li,. *.*, 'K)
gives the skill-adjustedneighborhoodwage
level. This wage level is included as an
additionalregressorin the intergenerational
earningsequations,and the resultingtransmissioncoefficientis reportedin column(ii)
of Table 6.18 The transmissioncoefficient
falls to 0.40 (a drop of about 0.05 units).
Column(iii) of the table adds the vector
of neighborhoodfixed effects into the regression.19Controlling for the neighborhood fixed effects reduces the estimated
transmission parameter substantially, to
about 0.2. Assuming that the skillinvariance assumption holds, the transmission coefficient changes because the
estimatein column(iii) "nets out" the relationshipbetween the ethnic externalityand
neighborhoodeffects (but leaves unchanged
the impact of parentalskills). It is interesting to note that the resultingcoefficientof
0.2 is roughlythe same as the coefficientof
parentalcapital in my earlier work (Borjas,
1992). It seems as if neighborhoodeffects
account for most (if not all) of the ethnic
influence in the intergenerational-transmission process. Ethnic capital seems to be a
verygood proxyfor the relevantcharacteris18The coefficient of the neighborhood wage level
was typically in the 0.4-0.5 range.
19There are 53,703 observations in the sample of
second-generation working men and 23,415 neighborhoods. There are 9,522 neighborhoods with only one
observation; 5,895 neighborhoods with two; 3,616
neighborhoods with three; 2,162 neighborhoods with
four; and 1,161 neighborhoods with five. The remaining
5 percent of the neighborhoods have between 6 and 12
observations. Despite the fact that a sizable number of
neighborhoods have only one observation, the estimated rate of mean convergence is consistent. I use a
two-stage procedure to estimate the random-effects
model which includes the vector of neighborhood fixed
effects. The first-stage regression includes age, age
squared, and a vector of ethnic fixed effects. This
regression is estimated on a data set in which all
variables are differenced from the respective neighborhood means. This procedure is numerically equivalent
to introducing the neighborhood fixed effects. The second stage then uses a generalized least-squares estimator to estimate the relationship between the coefficients of the first-stage ethnic dummy variables and the
ethnic-capital variable.
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tics of the neighborhood'seconomic and
social environment which influence the
intergenerational-transmission
process and
which are common to all persons living in
the same neighborhood,regardlessof ethnicity."

The last three columnsof Table 6 use the
1/100 CountyGroup File of the 1970 Public Use Sample (15-percent questionnaire)
to estimate an identical model in a sample
of second-generationworkers defined exactly as in columns(i)-(iii). This Censusfile
reports the metropolitan area (instead of
the neighborhood) of current residence.
Personswho live outside metropolitanareas
are grouped into economically similar
"countygroups."A total of 408 metropolitan areas and countrygroups are identified
in the data.
Not surprisingly,the transmissioncoefficient reportedin column(v) is almost identical to the respectivestatisticin column(i).
To control for regional wage variation, I
estimated a regression in the sample of
third-generationworkerssimilarto (10) with
county-groupdummiesinstead of neighborhood dummies. The skill-adjustedcounty
wage level was then introducedas an additional regressorin the model. This reduced
the coefficient to about 0.37, which is
roughly the same as the analogous coefficient in column(ii).
The coefficientin the last columnof Table
6, however, differs drasticallyfrom the respective coefficientin column (iii). Control-

20The discussion assumes that the neighborhood of
current residence is the same as the neighborhood
where the individual was raised. Because of the misdefinition of the neighborhood, the results confound
the ethnic externalities that influenced the humancapital accumulation process with externalities that
arise from living in an ethnic neighborhood at the
present time. This problem, however, does not seem to
be very important. The results are very similar for two
alternative skill variables, log wages and educational
attainment (which presumably was completed at an
early age). Moreover, the transmission coefficients are
roughly the same regardless of how long the person has
lived in his current residence. The estimated transmission parameter is 0.43 for persons who moved to the
house prior to 1960, and it is 0.46 for persons who
moved to the house after 1967.
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ling for county fixed effects barely affects
the estimated transmission coefficient; it remains at about 0.4. Put differently, the
ethnic-capital variable and the vector of
county fixed effects are uncorrelated. There
is no evidence, therefore, that ethnic capital
has anything to do with geography at the
county level. At the neighborhood level,
however, geography is intimately linked to
the ethnic-capital effect.21
The top panel of Table 6 reports the
transmission coefficients obtained from regressions which use the worker's educational attainment as the dependent variable.
The results are virtually identical to those
obtained in the log-wage regressions. Including the neighborhood fixed effects reduces the transmission coefficient from 0.36
to 0.17, while adding in the county dummies
barely changes the estimated parameter (it
declines to 0.33).22
Finally, the bottom panel of Table 6 reports the transmission coefficients obtained
in a log-wage regression that also includes
the educational attainment of the secondgeneration worker as a regressor. Although
the transmission rates are much smaller (because the transmission that occurs through
educational attainment is netted out),
adding neighborhood fixed effects changes
the estimated coefficients in exactly the same
way as in the top two panels of the table.
In sum, the analysis reveals a link between ethnic capital and neighborhood effects, but it provides no information about
which set of neighborhood characteristics
are being proxied by the ethnic-capital variable. Column (iv) of Table 6 shows that the
neighborhood fixed effects can be summarized in terms of a small number of neigh-

21A regression of education (or log wages) on a
vector of county-group dummies has an R2 of about
0.09, so that 91 percent of the variance in education
and log wages is attributable to within-county variation.
In contrast, only about 45 percent of the variance in
these variables is attributable to within-neighborhood
variation.
22Because education differences across neighborhoods almost entirely reflect true differences in skill
levels, I did not attempt an analogous construction of a
"skill-adjusted" neighborhood education level.
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borhood characteristics. The neighborhood
characteristics included in the regression
are: the percentage of the neighborhood's
population that has at least a high-school
diploma; the percentage with at least a college diploma; the labor-force participation
rates of men and women; the unemployment rate; the percentage of workers employed in professional occupations; the percentage of families below the poverty level;
and the percentage of families with at least
$15,000 in household income. All of these
neighborhood characteristics were calculated by the Census Bureau (and are included in the Public Use Sample).
The inclusion of these aggregate neighborhood characteristics reduces the transmission coefficient from 0.36 to 0.27 in the
education regressions, and from 0.4 to 0.25
in the log-wage regressions. In other words,
a small vector of variables that are common
to all persons living in the neighborhood,
regardless of ethnic background, can explain over half of the drop in the ethniccapital coefficient.23
It seems, therefore, that a large part of
the impact of ethnic capital is simply disguising for neighborhood effects which have
nothing to do with ethnicity. This interpretation of the results, of course, depends on
the validity of the skill-invariance assumption. As shown in Section II, when the distribution of persons across neighborhoods is
skill-invariant, including neighborhood effects in semi-aggregate regressions reduces
the estimated rate of mean convergence
solely because the ethnic-capital coefficient
is "standing in" for neighborhood effects.
Parental skills are not observed in the
Census data, so that it is not possible to
assess directly the validity of the skillinvariance assumption. I can test, however,
whether the geographic distribution of
second-generation workers rejects the skillinvariance assumption. Consider the follow-

23

Although I do not report or discuss the estimated
coefficients of the neighborhood characteristics, it
would be interesting to study how (and why) these
various characteristics influence the intergenerational
transmission process.
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ing regressionmodel:

I now use the NLSY (where parental
skills are observed and where it is unnecessary to maintain the skill-invariance as(11)
Yijk = yoG+ y1(Gx D) + 8ijk
sumption) to confirm that there is a very
strong link between neighborhood effects
where Yijkgives the skills of second-genera- and the ethnic-capital coefficient. The analtion workeri in groupj in neighborhoodk;
ysis uses the 1990 wave of the NLSY, by
G gives a vector of dummyvariablesindicat- which time the respondents were aged 25-33
ing the worker'sethnic group;and D gives a
and only about 5 percent were still enrolled
vector of dummy variables indicating the
in school. Equations (1) and (3) give the
worker'sneighborhood.The skill-invariance basic specifications of the models. The reassumptionstates that the mean skills of a
gressions also control for age, gender,
workerin ethnic groupj are independentof
whether the person is a first- or secondthe neighborhoodof residence, so that the
generation American, and whether the percoefficientvector -yl is zero.
son was enrolled in school in 1990.
I calculated the analysis-of-variancedeAs with the analysis of Census data, I use
compositionimplied by (11) using both the
two measures of skills: educational attaineducational attainment and log wage of
ment and the log wage rate. Each NLSY
workersin the second generation.24To net
respondent in 1979 reported the father's
out the impactof regionalwage differentials education and occupation (which was coded
on the analysis, the worker's log wage is
using the 1970 Census codes). I constructed
deflated by the skill-adjustedneighborhood a wage for each father by matching the
wage level defined earlier.Despite the very father's occupation code with the average
large samples used in the analysis, testing log wage in the occupation, as reported by
the hypothesisthat the coefficientvector yl
the 1970 Census.
differsfrom zero yields F statisticsthat are
To obtain a measure of ethnic capital, I
barely above the criticalvalue of 1; the F
used the 1/100 1980 U.S. Census to calcustatistic in the educational-attainmentrelate the mean educational attainment and
gressionwas 1.21, and the F statisticin the
mean log wage for each of the ethnic groups
log-wage regression was 1.18. In contrast, in the parents' generation.26 The Census
the F statistictesting the significanceof the
data report the ancestral background of
group effect (i.e., whether the coefficient U.S.-born residents (obtained from quesvector 'yo was zero) was 17.2 in the educa- tions resembling the self-reported ethnic
tional-attainmentregressionsand 95.9 in the
background in the NLSY). To increase the
log-wageregressions,substantiallyabovethe
probability that the average skills of the
critical value of 1.4.25
ethnic milieu corresponded to that in which
the NLSY respondents were raised, I restrict the 1980 Census sample to men aged
35-64.
24The test excludes the 9,522 neighborhoodsthat
Table 7 reports the summary statistics of
have only one second-generationworkingman.
the
variables used in the analysis. There are
25A relatedway of assessingthe importanceof the
skill-invarianceassumptionuses the concept of the
intraclustercorrelation(Leslie Kish, 1965;WilliamG.
Cochran,1977).This correlationis positiveif the characteristicsof personswithin a clusterare more closely
related than those of persons randomlychosen from
the population.When the clusteris defined to be the
ethnic group, the intraclustercorrelationis about 0.1
(for both education and log wages). This correlation
increasesto 0.2 when the clusteris definedto be type-j
ethnics living in neighborhoodk. Put differently,the
neighborhoodprovides additional informationabout
the skill distributionof personsin a particularethnic
group..

26The ethnic characteristics are calculated using a
20-percent random sample of the 5/100 A File of the
1980 Public Use Sample. I also constructed comparable
ethnic characteristics from within the NLSY itself.
Although the findings do not depend on which measure of ethnic capital is used, I only report the regressions that use the Census measure (which are calculated over much larger samples and contain less sampling error).
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TABLE 7-SKILLS

OF ETHNIC GROUPS IN THE

Nationalorigin

NLSY

Log wage

Educational attainment

American
American Indian
Asian Indian
Black
Chinese
Cuban
English
Filipino
French
German
Greek
Hawaiian
Irish
Italian
Japanese
Korean
Mexican
Other Hispanic
Polish
Portuguese
Puerto Rican
Russian
Scottish
Welsh

JUNE 1995

NLSY Census Sample
NLSY Census
NLSY
NLSY
size
respondents fathers men respondents fathers men
12.4
12.1
14.0
12.8
15.2
13.4
13.0
13.9
12.8
13.4
14.3
12.7
13.4
13.4
13.4
15.5
12.3
13.1
13.4
12.0
11.9
15.0
14.4
14.8

10.9
10.2
11.9
10.1
10.0
11.0
11.9
13.0
11.7
12.2
12.4
9.5
12.6
12.3
11.9
13.5
7.4
10.5
11.8
8.8
7.9
13.6
13.5
14.5

11.2
11.2
16.7
11.0
13.8
11.3
12.9
13.8
11.7
12.9
12.8
12.1
12.8
12.6
14.1
14.9
9.0
11.4
13.0
10.5
9.6
15.3
13.8
13.8

sizable ethnic differentials in educational
attainmentand log wages among NLSY respondents and their parents. Table 8 reports the estimates of the ethnic-capital
model. The coefficientsin the first column
of the top panel reveal that the educational
attainmentof NLSY respondents depends
on both the father's education and on the
mean education of the ethnic group in the
parents' generation.The estimated rate of
mean convergenceis 0.44. The introduction
of a vector of 510 county dummies in the
second column reduces both of the coefficients somewhat; the parental coefficient
falls from 0.24 to 0.2, and the ethnic-capital
coefficient falls from 0.20 to 0.14. Column
(iii) investigates the relationship between
ethnic capital and neighborhoodsby introducinga vector of 1,937dummiesindicating
the zip code of residence.27The parental
27Of the 1,937 zip-code fixed effects included in the
educational-attainment regressions, there are 900 zip
codes with one observation, 256 with two, 168 with
three, and 123 with four; the remainder have five or

2.099
1.977
1.684
1.948
2.403
2.403
2.085
2.471
2.074
2.167
2.330
2.470
2.219
2.345
2.093
1.982
2.015
2.217
2.242
2.159
2.249
2.666
2.224
1.987

1.292
1.285
1.464
1.177
1.146
1.293
1.353
1.388
1.329
1.317
1.404
1.282
1.401
1.375
0.907
1.058
1.114
1.254
1.389
1.267
1.156
1.486
1.458
1.542

1.945
1.904
2.180
1.852
1.955
1.876
2.093
2.009
2.123
2.115
2.081
2.006
2.098
2.141
2.194
2.007
1.808
i.893
2.164
1.984
1.798
2.324
2.158
2.150

480
429
7
1,795
16
69
1,125
21
203
1,009
21
6
651
347
13
4
723
102
171
59
170
39
86
23

coefficientdeclines furtherto 0.17, and the
ethnic-capitaleffect evaporates(the coefficient falls to 0.04). Net of neighborhood
effects, therefore, the rate of mean convergence is only 0.21, about half the size of the
gross rate, and the decline is mostly due to
the weakening of the ethnic-capitaleffect.
The NLSY results, therefore, stronglyconfirm the implicationsof the analysisof the
Census neighborhooddata.28

more observations. Of the 1,453 zip-code fixed effects
included in the log-wage regressions, there are 733 zip
codes with one observation, 223 with two, 140 with
three, and 80 with four; the remainder have five or
more observations. A regression of educational attainment (or log wages) of the NLSY respondents on a
vector of zip-code dummies has an R2 value of about
0.4, so that about 60 percent of the variance in educational attainment and log wages can be attributed to
within-zip-code variation. Over 80 percent of the variance in these variables, however, can be attributed to
within-county variation.
28
- It is also possible to estimate Census-type semiaggregate regressions on the NLSY data, so that the
regressions omit the worker's parental background.
Using educational attainment as the dependent vari-
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TABLE 8-ESTIMATES OF THE ETHNIC-CAPITALMODEL IN THE NLSY

Regression
Variable

(i)

Education:
Parental skills

0.2404
(0.0666)
Ethnic capital
0.2004
(0.0465)
Includes county fixed effects
no
Includes neighborhood fixed effects
no
Includes neighborhood characteristics
no

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

0.2005
(0.0669)
0.1356
(0.0301)
yes
no
no

0.1745
(0.0718)
0.0376
(0.0288)
no
yes
no

0.1784
(0.0849)
0.1480
(0.0504)
no
no
yes

0.3774
(0.0371)
0.3190
(0.1559)
no
no
no

0.2645
(0.0398)
0.3107
(0.1116)
yes
no
no

0.2500
(0.0418)
0.0458
(0.1331)
no
yes
no

0.2460
(0.0480)
0.0229
(0.1636)
no
no
yes

0.1765
(0.0369)
Ethnic capital
0.0759
(0.1571)
Includes county fixed effects
no
Includes neighborhood fixed effects
no
Includes neighborhood characteristics
no

0.1158
(0.0394)
0.1581
(0.1141)
yes
no
no

0.1214
(0.0410)
- 0.0231
(0.1289)
no
yes
no

0.1221
(0.0476)
-0.0584
(0.1621)
no
no
yes

Log wage:
Parental skills
Ethnic capital
Includes county fixed effects
Includes neighborhood fixed effects
Includes neighborhood characteristics
Log wage, adjusted for education:
Parental skills

Notes: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. The sample size is 7,569 for the
educational-attainment regressions and 4,261 for the log-wage regressions. All regressions include variables indicating the worker's age, gender, whether the person is
first-generation or second-generation, and whether the person is enrolled in school in
1990. The neighborhood characteristics included in column (iv) are the average
educational attainment and the average log wage of parents in the neighborhood. The
regressions use a random-effects estimator.

The remaining two panels of Table 8
reestimate the model using the (log) wage
and the adjustedwage. The estimate of the
rate of mean convergenceusingthe log wage
is 0.70, which is higher than the one found
in the Census. The introductionof county
dummiesreduces the rate of mean convergence to 0.57, with the ethnic-capitalcoef-

able, the coefficient of the ethnic-capital variable (and
standard error) is 0.438 (0.047) in the model that does
not include either county or neighborhood dummies;
0.329 (0.030) in the model that includes county dummies; and 0.173 (0.029) in the model that includes
zip-code dummies. This pattern of coefficients closely
mirrors the results documented in the Census data. A
similar pattern is obtained in the log-wage regressions.

ficientremainingunchanged.Finally,the introduction of neighborhood fixed effects
reduces the coefficient of ethnic capital to
0.05, whichis statisticallyinsignificant.Note,
however, that the coefficient of parental
capital has declined by about 0.13 units,
which indicates that the geographicdistribution of NLSY respondentsis not consistent with the skill-invarianceassumption.29
The last column of Table 8 shows what
happens to the parental and ethnic-capital
coefficientswhen I introducea small vector

29Inparticular,highlyskilled type-jethnics tend to
cluster in wealthier neighborhoods,while less-skilled
type-jethnicsclusterin poorerneighborhoods.
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Ethnicityis likely to play a more important role among persons who grow up in a
segregated ethnic environment.After all,
these personswill probablyexperience(and
be influencedby) more frequentsocial, cultural, and economic intragroup contacts.
The analysis in the preceding section ignored this implicationof the model because
it assumedthat the ethnic-capitalcoefficient
was constant across workers.To determine
whetherethnicityplays an independentrole
among workersraised in segregatedneighborhoods, I now allow the ethnic-capital
coefficientto varyaccordingto the extent of
residentialsegregationin the neighborhood.
In particular,I interact both the ethniccapitalvariableand the parental-skillsvariable (when available) with dummies indicating the proportion of persons in the
neighborhoodwho share the same ethnic
background.The regressionmodel also includes the dummyvariables indicatingthe
IV. Ethnic Capital and the Ethnic
proportion of the neighborhood'spopulaComposition of the Neighborhood
tion who belong to the respondent'sethnic
The evidence suggests that, to a large group (so as to allow for differentconstant
extent, the ethnic-capitaleffect summarizes terms). Finally, I estimate the models both
the impact of neighborhoodcharacteristics with and without neighborhood fixed ef(common to all the residents of the neigh- fects.31
borhood)on the intergenerational-transmis- The evidence is summarizedin Table 9.
Considerinitiallythe results obtained from
sion process. In view of this result, it is
worth askingwhether ethnicityper se plays the 1970 Census file. Even after controlling
any role in intergenerationalmobility,above for neighborhoodeffects, both the educaand beyond the influence of parents and tion and log-wageregressionsshow that the
rate of mean convergenceis larger among
neighborhoods.

of neighborhoodcharacteristics(ratherthan
zip-code dummies)to control for neighborhood effects. Because the NLSY file does
not contain any population estimates of
economicor social characteristicsin the zip
code, all neighborhood-specificvariables
must be calculatedfromwithinthe data and
contain substantial sampling error. I estimated the mean education and log wage of
the parents of NLSY respondentsin each
zip code. Controllingfor these two characteristics reduces the ethnic-capital coefficient by about 0.05 units in the education
regression and by almost 0.3 units in the
log-wage regression.As with the Census, a
smallvector of neighborhoodcharacteristics
that are commonto all personslivingin the
neighborhood helps explain why the
ethnic-capitalvariablematters (particularly
in the log-wageregressions).30

30It is of interest to note that the results do not
change substantially when the model is estimated on
the subsample of NLSY respondents who were 14-18
years old at the time of the initial interview in 1979.
The residential location decision for these young persons was probably made by their parents, so that the
neighborhood fixed effects are less likely to be endogenous. In the educational-attainment regressions which
do not include neighborhood fixed effects, the parental
coefficient (and standard error) was 0.235 (0.009), and
the ethnic-capital coefficient was 0.097 (0.026). The
inclusion of neighborhood fixed effects changed the
coefficients to 0.170 (0.007) and 0.017 (0.032), respectively. In the log-wage regressions which do not include
neighborhood fixed effects, the parental and ethniccapital coefficients were 0.343 (0.048) and 0.498 (0.111).
Including neighborhood fixed effects changed these
coefficients to 0.202 (0.043) and 0.054 (0.160).

31I did not interact the neighborhood effects with
the dummy variables describing the proportion of persons in the neighborhood who have the same ethnic
background as the worker. This restriction helps to
isolate the impact of ethnic capital among persons who
live in the same neighborhood (and hence who were
exposed to the same overall neighborhood characteristics). I also estimated the models by simply interacting
the fraction of persons in a neighborhood who have the
same ethnicity with the relevant variables and obtained
qualitatively similar results. Table 9 indicates, however,
that there are strong nonlinearities in the relationship
between the ethnic-capital coefficient and the extent of
residential segregation. Moreover, there is a great deal
of sampling error in the residential-segregation statistics. As a result, I prefer the specification that clusters
persons into a small number of neighborhood types.
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CORRELATION, BY ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF NEIGHBORHOOD

Education
(i)

Log wage
(ii)

(i)

(ii)

Parental Ethnic Parental Ethnic Parental Ethnic Parental Ethnic
Ethnic composition of neighborhood
skills
skills
capital
skills
capital
skills
capital
capital
A. 1970 Census
Percentage with same ethnicity:
0 percent

0.2458
(0.1195)
0.3206
(0.1410)
0.5325
(0.2338)

-

Between 0 percent and 15 percent

-

More than 15 percent

-

-

0.1467
(0.0781)
0.2261
(0.0930)
0.2711
(0.2166)

0.2567
(0.1020)
0.4702
(0.1320)
0.6769
(0.1496)

-

-

-

0.1322
(0.0447)
0.2920
(0.0653)
0.3782
(0.1091)

B. NLSY
Percentage with same ethnicity:
Less than 5 percent

0.2748
0.1482 0.2071 0.0491 0.4636 0.1850 0.3178 0.0290
(0.0126) (0.0791) (0.0131) (0.0257) (0.0719) (0.2085) (0.0758) (0.1422)
Between 5 percent and 33 percent 0.2933 0.2699 0.2014 0.0439 0.4198 0.2189 0.3292
0.0152
(0.0116) (0.0863) (0.0125) (0.0267) (0.0654) (0.2092) (0.0737) (0.1440)
More than 33 percent
0.1965
0.2998 0.1311 0.1188 0.3828
0.2958 0.2586
0.1429
(0.0105) (0.0848) (0.0105) (0.0268) (0.0575) (0.2094) (0.0618) (0.1253)

Includes neighborhood fixed effects?

no

yes

no

yes

Notes: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. The Census regressions include a second-order polynomial in
the worker's age. The NLSY regressions control for the worker's age, gender, whether the person is first- or
second-generation, and whether the person is enrolled in school in 1990. The Census regressions have 53,703
observations; the NLSY education regressions have 7,569 observations, and the NLSY log-wage regressions have
4,261 observations. The regressions use a random-effects estimator.

persons who live in highly segregated neighborhoods. The education regressions, for
example, indicate that the net rate of mean
convergence is 0.15 for those who live in
neighborhoods where none of the neighbors
share the same ethnic background; 0.23 for
those who live in neighborhoods where at
most 15 percent of the population share the
same ethnic background; and 0.27 for those
who live in neighborhoods where over 15
percent of the population has the same ethnic background.32 In the log-wage regres-

32The results are not sensitive to the particular
definition of residential segregation. This particular
breakdown, as well as the breakdown of neighborhoods
in the NLSY data, was chosen because it provided a
reasonable number of observations for each type of
neighborhood. In the Census data, there were 27,006
persons who lived in the most integrated neighborhoods, 18,676 who lived in the "mixed" neighborhoods,
and 8,021 who lived in the most segregated neighborhoods. In the NLSY education regressions, the respective numbers of observations are 1,999, 2,506, and

sions, the respectivestatisticsare 0.13, 0.29,
and 0.38.
It is worth stressingthat these estimates
of the rate of mean convergence net out
neighborhood effects. If the impact of
parental skills is constant across neighborhoods, the evidence suggests that ethnicity
might be playingan importantrole for persons who live in segregatedneighborhoods,
above and beyond the influence of parents
and neighborhoods.
This implicationis partiallyconfirmedby
the analysisof the NLSY data, where the
rate of mean convergence can be decomposed into the parental and ethnic effects.
The educational-attainmentregressions,for
instance, show that (even after controlling
for neighborhoodfixed effects) the ethniccapital coefficient increases from 0.05 for

3,064, while in the NLSY log-wage regressions, they
are 1,189, 1,428, and 1,644.
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childrenwho grew up in areas where fewer
than 5 percent of the nonrelatedneighbors
have the same ethnicbackgroundto 0.12 for
children who grew up in areas where at
least 33 percent of the neighborsshare the
same ethnicity.Similarly,the ethnic-capital
coefficientin the log-wage regressionsrises
from 0.03 for those who grew up in "integrated" neighborhoods to 0.14 for the
children raised in the most "segregated"
neighborhoods(althoughmany of these coefficientshave large standarderrors).
The NLSY results suggest that not only
does the ethnic-capitalcoefficient increase
as the neighborhoodbecomes more segregated, but also the coefficient of parental
skills decreases. The log-wage regressions,
for instance, indicate that the parental coefficient (net of neighborhoodeffects) declines from 0.32 for persons raised in the
most integrated neighborhoodsto 0.26 for
persons raised in the most segregated
neighborhoods.The relative unimportance
of parentalskillsfor personsraisedin segregated neighborhoods might indicate that
group influences "take over" as the neighborhoodbecomes more segregated.
Because the coefficientsof parentalskills
and ethnic capital move in different directions as persons are raised in more segregated neighborhoods,the rate of mean convergence (net of neighborhoodeffects) only
increasesslightlyin the NLSY log-wageregressions, from 0.35 for persons living in
integrated neighborhoodsto 0.40 for persons raised in segregatedneighborhoods.In
the educational-attainment regressions,
however,the net rate of mean convergence
is roughlythe same (around0.25) acrossthe
varioustypes of neighborhoods.
V. Ethnic Capital and Measurement Error

Many of the results presented in this paper are consistentwith a differentinterpretation of the ethnic-capitaleffect. Suppose
that parentalskills are measuredwith error.
The ethnic mean then providesa very good
instrumentfor parental skills. As a result,
part of the parentalinfluenceon intergenerational mobilitywould be captured by the
coefficient of the ethnic-capital variable,
even if ethnic capital did not enter the

JUNE 1995

model (see Borjas [1992] for a formal
derivationof the biases introducedby measurement error). The greater the noise-tosignalratio in parentalskills,the greaterthe
ethnic-capitalcoefficient.
This interpretationof the resultsis particularly importantin light of recent evidence
that measurement error in parental skills
imparts a sizable downward bias on the
correlationbetween the earningsof fathers
and sons (JosephG. Altonji and ThomasA.
Dunn, 1991;Gary R. Solon, 1992;David J.
Zimmerman,1992).Priorto these studies,it
was generally believed that the coefficient
of parental skills in an intergenerationaltransmissionequation was on the order of
0.2 (see, for example,the surveyby GaryS.
Beckerand Nigel Tomes [1986]).The recent
studies, which typically use panel data to
averageparentalearningsover a numberof
years (and thus "wash out" the measurement errorintroducedby transitorychanges
in earnings), report much higher coefficients, on the order of 0.3-0.4.
The empirical results presented in this
paper suggest transmissioncoefficients (as
defined by the rate of mean convergence)
that are typicallyabove 0.4. In fact, the rate
of mean convergencewas roughly 0.5-0.7
for children raised in segregatedneighborhoods. Taken at face value, therefore, the
evidence suggests that ethnic capital might
play an importantrole even if the intergenerational correlation between parents and
childrenwas as high as 0.3-0.4.
The NLSY data permit a more detailed
analysisof some of the biases introducedby
measurementerror.As noted earlier, there
are large numbers of siblings in the data,
with each sibling independently reporting
ethnic background,as well as the parent's
education and occupation.The correlation
amongthe siblings'responsesis high, but it
is far from unity. For example,the correlation betweena sibling'sreportof the father's
education and the father's average educational attainment as reported by all other
siblingsis 0.9; the respectivestatisticfor the
father's occupational earnings is 0.8; and
nearly 30 percent of the respondentsidentify most with an ethnic backgroundthat
differs from the "main" ancestry reported
by at least one other sibling(althoughtypi-
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cally the other siblings report the alternative ancestry as a second or third ethnic
background). The availability of other
sources of information on parental skills
and ethnic\ background suggests that
these alternative measures of the variables
can be used as instruments in the intergenerational-transmission equation. The instrumental-variables (IV) estimates of the transmission parameter can then be used to
assess the practical importance of the bias
introduced by measurement error in
parental skills and ethnic background.33
I restrict the analysis to NLSY respondents who have at least one sibling in the
data. For those who have only one sibling
(58 percent of the sample), the instruments
are given by the sibling's response. For those
who have more than one sibling, the instruments are defined as the average response
of all other siblings. The instruments are
the average skills of the father (either educational attainment or log occupational
wage) as reported by the other siblings in
the data and a set of dummy variables indicating the ethnic background of the
other siblings.34 The regressions use the IV
random-effects estimator proposed by Jerry
A. Hausman and William E. Taylor (1981).35
A comparison of the IV estimates in the
first row of Table 10 with the corresponding
ordinary least-squares (OLS) estimates in
33OrleyAshenfelter and Alan B. Krueger (1994) use
this methodology to analyze the impact of measurement error in educational attainment on estimates of
the rate of return to schooling. Their analysis suggests
that measurement error imparts a sizable downward
bias on estimates of the rate of return to schooling.
34I created a vector of dummy variables indicating
the ethnic group reported by each sibling in the data.
The instrument is formed by averaging this vector over
all other siblings, so that it can be interpreted as the
probability that the other siblings report a particular
ethnic background.
35The model is estimated in two stages. In the first
stage, the children's skills are regressed on the father's
skills, other explanatory variables (age, gender, etc.),
and a vector of dummy variables indicating the selfreported ethnic background. The first-stage model is
estimated using instrumental variables. The second
stage consists of a generalized least-squares regression
in which the estimated coefficients of the ethnic dummy
variables are regressed on the ethnic-capital variable.
The regressions that control for neighborhood effects
use a data set which has been differenced from the
within-zip-code means in the first stage.
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Table 8 indicates that the coefficient of
parental skills increases both in the education regression (from 0.24 to 0.28) and in
the log-wage regression (from 0.38 to 0.48).
The results also indicate that the IV estimates of the ethnic-capital coefficient remain sizable and significant. In particular,
the coefficients are 0.18 and 0.30 in the
education and log-wage regressions, respectively, only slightly below the OLS estimates
reported in Table 8. It is evident, therefore,
that measurement error in parental skills or
in ethnic background cannot account for the
results.
The remaining rows of the table interact
the measures of parental skills and ethnic
capital with dummy variables indicating the
proportion of persons in the zip code who
share the same ethnic background as the
worker. The coefficients in Table 10 resemble those reported earlier, particularly in
the education regressions. The coefficient of
parental skills is smaller and the ethniccapital coefficient is larger among workers
who grew up in segregated neighborhoods
(even after controlling for neighborhood effects). The impact of parental education, for
instance, declines from 0.29 to 0.14 (in an
IV model which includes neighborhood effects) for workers who live in more segregated neighborhoods, while the ethniccapital coefficient rises from 0.01 to 0.17. In
view of the small sample sizes and large
standard errors, however, many of these
differences are not statistically significant.36

36Although the evidence is not consistent with an
explanation that stresses classical measurement error
in parental skills or ethnic background, there are other
measurement problems which may account for some of
the results. I have focused on a one-factor model in
which one particular type of skills (either educational
attainment or the log wage) is transmitted across generations. There is evidence that this one-factor approach does not provide a satisfactory explanation of
the process of intergenerational mobility. Altonji and
Dunn (1991) report that the correlation in earnings
among siblings is larger than would be expected given
the size of the correlation between parents and children. This result suggests that perhaps a vector of
traits is being transmitted, so that the ethnic-capital
variable could be proxying for an aggregate measure of
these traits.
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TABLE 10-INSTRUMENTAL-VARIABLE

ESTIMATES OF INTERGENERATIONAL

JUNE 1995
CORRELATION IN THE

Education
(i)

NLSY

Log wage
(ii)

(i)

(ii)

Parental Ethnic Parental Ethnic Parental Ethnic Parental Ethnic
skills
capital
skills
capital
skills
capital
skills
capital

Model
All workers

0.2781 0.1772 0.1984 0.0885
0.4776
0.3000 0.1366 0.4433
(0.0111) (0.0658) (0.0129) (0.0510) (0.0764) (0.2879) (0.0978) (0.2723)

Interactions with percentage of population that has same ethnicity:
Less than 5 percent

0.3360 0.1230 0.2912 0.0090 0.5384 0.2516 0.1460 0.3955
(0.0210) (0.0675) (0.0242) (0.0546) (0.1435) (0.3010) (0.1623) (0.2852)
Between 5 percent and 33 percent 0.3378 0.1076 0.2387
0.0765 0.4209 0.2794 0.1439 0.5579
(0.0202) (0.0670) (0.0224) (0.0533) (0.1379) (0.2977) (0.1785) (0.2465)
0.1963 0.2357 0.1350 0.1677 0.4744
0.3248 0.2848 0.3436
Greater than 33 percent
(0.0168) (0.0660) (0.0176) (0.0532) (0.1154) (0.2929) (0.1354) (0.2805)
Includes neighborhood fixed effects?

no

yes

no

yes

Notes: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. The Census regressions include a second-order polynomial in
the worker's age. The NLSY regressions control for the worker's age, gender, whether the person is first- or
second-generation, and whether the person is enrolled in school in 1990. The instruments used in the regression
include the average skills of the father (either educational attainment or the log occupational wage) as reported by
the other siblings in the data; and the average of a set of dummy variables indicating the ethnic background
reported by the other siblings. The NLSY education regressions have 3,157 observations; the NLSY log-wage
regressions have 1,978 observations. The regressions use a random-effects estimator.

VI. Summary

It is increasinglyevident that ethnic skill
differentialstend to persist from generation
to generation.Part of the correlationarises
because of the linkage between parental
skills and the skills of children. Even if
ethnicity did not matter, the children of
skilled parents are likely to have aboveaverage skills. This correlation,however,is
not sufficientlyhigh to accountfor the sluggish rate at which the mean skills of ethnic
groups converge over time. To explain the
slow rate of convergence,recent work borrows from the new growth literature and
stresses the importanceof ethnic externalities in the human-capitalaccumulationprocess. This ethnic spillover implies that the
skills of ethnic childrendepend not only on
parental skills, but also on the mean skills
of the ethnic group in the parents'generation. The intergenerationaltransmissionof
this ethnic fixed effect explainswhy it takes
a relativelylong time for ethnic skill differentials to converge.
This paper investigatesthe nature of the
ethnic externality.The studyfocuses on one

possible channel throughwhich the ethnic
externalitymight operate, the ethnic neighborhood. Using the NeighborhoodFile of
the 1970U.S. Censusand the NationalLongitudinal Surveysof Youth, I documented
substantialresidentialsegregationby ethnicity. Even though only 16.6 percent of the
population in 1970 was first- or secondgeneration,the typicalimmigrantresided in
a neighborhoodthat was 32.7-percentfirstor second-generation,and the respective
statistic for second-generationworkerswas
28.2 percent. In addition,there was a strong
likelihood that persons belonging to a particular ethnic group reside in a neighborhood where a relatively high number of
persons share the same ethnic background.
The empiricalanalysisindicatedthat the
rate of mean convergence in the skills of
ethnic groupswas significantlyreducedafter
controlling for neighborhoodfixed effects.
This finding indicates that much of the
ethnic-capitaleffect works throughthe fact
that low-income ethnic groups cluster in
low-income neighborhoods, and these
neighborhoodeffects influence intergenerational mobility.The analysis,however,also
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revealed that neighborhoodeffects cannot
accountfor the entire impactof ethnicityon
intergenerationalmobility, particularlyfor
persons residing in ethnically segregated
neighborhoods. Ethnicity has an impact
above and beyondboth parentaland neighborhood effects for persons who are frequentlyexposed to a particularethnic environment.
There are many related issues and questions that are not addressed in this paper.
For instance, what happens to the nature
and impact of ethnic externalities as the
groups intermarry?How do the different
ethnic influencesclash when disparateethnic and racial groups cluster in the same
neighborhoods?What are the policy implications of the interactions among ethnic
externalities, residential segregation, and
intergenerationalmobility?Because of the
underlyingsignificanceof these questions,
the study of the links between race or ethnicityand human-capitalexternalitiesis sure
to remain a fertile ground for future research
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